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Abstract

The process of modeling noise maps is now well defined: long-term aggregated indicators are calculated based on a collection or estimation of road, air and rail traffic variables. This framework however disregards the sound levels variations, and hence prevents the production of statistical or emergence indicators, and does not allow for the study of competition between typical urban sound sources that can improve the characterization of urban sound environments. A modeling framework in four steps is proposed to answer these issues: (i) a spatial distribution of the potential sound source of interest, (ii) the calculation of a sound propagation matrix, (iii) the stochastic activation of a sound sources ratio for $n$ iterations of the sound map, and (iv) the calculation of specific sound indicators. The stochastic approach proposed in this study enables the estimation of the temporal sound distribution per sound source. It permits in particular to deduce source-oriented indicators such as the percentage of the time when a given sound source emerges from an urban sound mixture. An example of application of this framework is exposed for a district in the city of Nantes, France. It shows the interest of such approaches, in particular for soundscape and urban sound environment studies.
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1. Introduction

The representation of urban sound environments through noise maps became standard since the enactment of the European Noise Directive 2002/49/EC (1). The modeling framework to generate noise maps is now well established: long-term aggregated indicators are calculated based on a collection or estimation of road, air and rail traffic variables, followed by sound emission and propagation calculations (2). This framework however disregards the sound levels variations, and hence prevents the production of statistical or emergence indicators that improve the characterization of urban sound environments (3–5).

In addition, limiting sound maps to traffic sources truncates the reality. A wider range of sound sources, including natural sounds, intervenes when people are asked to describe urban sound environments and evaluate their quality (6–8). Some models link perceptual variables, especially soundscape pleasantness, to the time of presence of typical urban sound sources such as birds or voices and experience shows that natural sounds are often perceived as impacting positively the soundscape pleasantness (9–11). The relative impact of sound sources is however more complex: the positive effect of voices can be for
instance annihilated when voices are too numerous or misfit the context (12). Interactions between sources are also of importance, as shown in (13) between road traffic and industrial noise, or between natural sound sources and road traffic noise (14–17).

In consequence, sound mapping recently moved towards multi-sources approaches (18,19). In (20), the presence of sources, categorized into traffic, water, human and bird sounds, is evaluated perceptually at sampled locations and interpolated to create sources-oriented noise maps. A modeling approach is followed in (21): specific noise maps are built for road traffic, fountains, and birds, which are placed by default at trees locations. In recent years, acoustic emission and propagation models have been integrated directly into Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (22,23) and sources-oriented noise maps can benefit from this environment (24). Lavandier et al. related the perceived loudness of the global sound environment and perceived presence time ratio of some sound sources of interest, namely traffic, voices and birds, to geographical indicators (25). If these first researches prove the feasibility and interest of producing source-oriented noise maps, they need further investigations to better consider the sound sources localization and temporal activities, as well as their specific levels and spectral contents. For supporting such researches, it will be helpful that all the source-oriented noise maps are produced using independent emission models for each type of sound source and sharing an identic acoustic propagation model. So that, the new advances would not affect other sound sources emission model and the propagation modeling framework. In addition, the described mapping experiences were based on static approaches that hinder the masking that occurs between sound sources. Indeed, the respective temporal variations of sources are known to strongly impact the fact of hearing or not a sound source within an urban sound mixture, through for instance auditory attention processes (26).

We propose a probabilistic modeling framework for producing source-oriented sound maps within an open-source GIS, which shares the same structure, described in section 2, whatever the sound source is. The model is illustrated for the production of traffic, fountains, voices and birds sound maps in section 3. As shown in Section 4, the original probabilistic approach makes it possible to investigate the competition between sound sources, that is to say the probability that a sound source, or a group of sound sources, will be louder than other ones.
2. Method

2.1. Modeling framework

2.1.1. General presentation

The modeling consists of producing source-oriented sound maps. Our approach is stochastics: a set of \( n \times k \) sound maps is created, corresponding to \( n \) representations of the possible instantaneous sound environment for each of the \( k \) considered sound source. Each sound map \( i_k \) can be seen as the photography at one instant of the possible encountered equivalent 1-second sound environment for the contribution of a given sound source. Statistics are done on a sufficient representative number of maps to characterize the sound environment where the model input parameters are stable (e.g. constant bird’s density during the study period and area). The objective is thus to account for the 1-s time variability of the sound environment to compute original sound environment indicators. The time evolution of sound environments, that is the coherence between two consecutive iterations \( i \), is not a target output of the modeling. We follow the same modeling framework in four steps whatever the sound source is.

Although the modeling framework contains the same four steps whatever the sound source is, the content of each step differs from one sound source to the other, based on knowledge on its characteristics. In terms of modeling, some sound sources are very well documented in terms of both sound emission and spatial repartition, while other ones require specific modeling. The interest of the approach lies here in the fact that: (i) new sound sources can easily be implemented following the same modeling approach, (ii) each step can be improved through further research without compromising the rest of the modeling chain.

2.1.2. Step 1

The spatial repartition of the potential sound sources (humans, birds, cars, etc.) is defined. To limit the calculation time, the spatial repartition correlates to the density of the sound sources within each zone for a given time period. For instance, in the example illustrated in Figure 1 birds are located within the park where they are more prone to be found.
Figure 1 Graphical resume of Step 1. The potential sound sources, here birds, are placed in the park.

2.1.3. Step 2

The matrix of attenuation per octave band (63-8000 Hz), between each couple receivers and potential sound source, is calculated (see Figure 2). We consider that for the stable considered period of time, the acoustic propagation remains unchanged.

Figure 2 Graphical resume of Step 2. All the propagation paths are calculated between the couples sound sources / receivers

2.1.4. Step 3

A set of $n$ sound maps is created for each sound source $k$. Each sound map is calculated by activating randomly a proportion of the potential sound sources with respect to knowledge on the activity of the sound source objects. For instance if it is assumed that 30% of the present humans are speaking during the same second, only 30% of the located humans randomly selected on the map are activated for a sound map $i$. 
A 1-second equivalent sound power level and spectrum is assigned to each activated sound source, based on knowledge on the sound source: 1-s variability in sound power levels, sound spectrum, prosody for the voices, etc. Each sound map \( i \) is calculated by summing the contribution, at each receiver, of each sound source activated at \( i \). The individual contribution of each sound source is the sum between the sound power level and the sound propagation attenuation calculated at step 2.

Note again that the activated sound sources vary at each iteration, but that the attenuation matrix is only calculated once, hence strongly limiting the computation time.

Figure 3: Graphical resume of Step 3.

A proportion of the birds previously located on the map (step 1) are activated randomly. The contributions of all the activated sound sources are summed to compute \( n \) maps as \( n \) possibilities of bird songs sound maps.

2.1.5. Step 4

Sound level indicators are calculated at each receiver based on the sound maps. The original sound indicators can be statistical levels for each modeled sound sources (\( L_{10}, L_{50} \) and \( L_{90} \), which stand as the sound level exceeded 10, 50 and 90% of the time, respectively). But also, it can be the proportion of the combinations between the \( n \times k \) sound maps computed for each sound source where the sound level of a defined sound source is superior to the other ones. For instance, for \( x \% \) of the \( n \times k \) computed sound maps the birds sound level is superior to the sound level of the road traffic. A graphical summary is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Graphical resume of Step 4.

Original sound indicators can be calculated from the sound maps generated for each sound source but also from the combination between all the generated sound maps.

2.2. Software environment and sound propagation modeling

All the modeling steps are implemented within the open-source GIS software OrbisGis\(^1\). OrbisGIS allows researchers to share their results and build a common platform to analyze sustainable urban development. OrbisGis is compatible with the use of Open Street Map\(^2\) (OSM) databases (i.e., buildings, roads, etc.) and facilitates the representation of the produced sound maps. In this study, all the geographic information has been imported from the Geofabrik\(^3\) portal except the traffic data which own to the Nantes city council.

The sound propagation done during the step 2 presented above utilizes the free and open-source Noisemodelling plugin\(^4\), which has already been developed as an OrbisGis plugin to produce static road traffic noise maps (27). Noisemodelling is designed to produce environmental noise maps on very large
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\(^1\)http://orbisgis.org  
\(^2\)https://www.openstreetmap.org  
\(^3\)http://download.geofabrik.de  
urban areas, with few computational resources. The method developed in Noisemodelling is very close to the European CNOSSOS Method for the sound attenuation calculations, see details in (27). A resume of the user-defined parameters that have been used for this study is given in Table 1.

Table 1 Values given to user defined parameters used in this study for sound propagation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User defined parameters</th>
<th>User configuration for this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection order</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffraction Order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum propagation distance</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum seeking wall</td>
<td>50 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings height</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers height</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground absorption</td>
<td>G=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall absorption</td>
<td>G=0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Study area and period

The site is located in Nantes, France. It was chosen because it presents a wide variety of sound environments. It covers an area of about 850 x 700m, surrounded on the south by a tramway line and the railway station, on the west by a touristic zone made of a castle and pedestrian streets. The eastern part of the area is a park, “Jardin des Plantes”; a fountain is present on the south of the park. The north boundary of the area is the Place Marechal Joffre. The inner of the area is residential, with 4-floors buildings and low density traffic. A set of 1100 receivers (20x20m) is placed following a uniform grid distribution. The grid size has been chosen as a compromise between the computation time and maps sufficiently detailed for these study objectives. The target period studied is a typical weekday in spring around midday.

Figure 5 Case study area (a). Set of receivers (blue dots) (b)
3. Specifications for each sound source and for our study case

The probabilistic modeling framework is illustrated in this paper for road traffic, fountains, voices and bird songs, which are four sound sources that are known to strongly affect the quality of urban sound environments, and that have been the matter of numerous studies. Details of the modeling are presented for each of the four sound sources in this section. For each sound source, we detail the modeling for the steps one and three described previously. The sound propagation (step 2) is not detailed as it does not differ from one sound source to the other. The indicators calculation (step 4) is detailed in Section 4, which presents the final sound maps.

3.1. Road traffic

The negative impact of road traffic on urban sound environments is perceptually clearly established (10,28). Note finally that road traffic noise has a secondary negative effect, not clearly quantified yet, which is its masking over the positively perceived sources such as bird songs (29).

3.1.1. Spatial repartition (Step 1)

The possible positions for road traffic correspond to the roads documented within Open Street Map in our case. Roads are discretized into point sources as recommended for road traffic noise mapping (2). We choose a 10m-space resolution, which corresponds to the maximum density encountered on the road network, so that vehicle noise emissions can be individualized. These point sources become potential sound sources for each map iteration, where combined with vehicle densities to activate road traffic sources on the network. The height of the point sources is set to 0.05m in accordance with the CNOSSOS standard. Traffic densities are derived from flow rates Q and speeds V, for different vehicle categories. The key here stands in the access to the traffic data inputs, meaning flow rates, speeds per vehicle category and road segment, which are not necessarily freely available. In this work, data were made available by the city council of Nantes, France, as other cities do.

3.1.2. Sound emission (Step 3)

At each computation $i$, the probability to activate a point source is the ratio between the density of the possible sources on the road network (for instance $K_{\text{max}} = 0.2 \text{ veh/m}$ if the sources are placed with a space granularity of 5 meters), and the calculated density. For instance with $Q = 900 \text{ veh/h}$ and $V = 30 \text{ km/h}$, the deduced density is $K = 0.03 \text{ veh/m}$, and the probability of activation is 15%. Thus, this stochastic approach permits to reproduce the intermittent sound levels encountered within streets where the traffic density is low.
Once activated, the sound power level and the sound spectrum of a sound source is computed based on the state-of-the-art NMPB noise emission model, in terms of the vehicle category and vehicle speed (30). The implementation results in a map of 1-s emissions, which is extended by means of the attenuation matrix into the noise map i for road traffic.

3.2. Fountains

Fountains have a different status from the other elements of street furniture. History has given them strong social, aesthetic and artistic dimensions. Fountains thus constitute key elements of visual amenity and contribute to the identity of gardens and cities. Perceptual studies reveal that fountain sounds are the most favorite ones within urban soundscapes (31). They are also studied as a potential mask for road traffic noise and thus a potential urban facility for improving the sound environments quality by reducing the negative effect of traffic noise (32).

3.2.1. Spatial repartition (Step 1)

The fountains are represented within Open Street Map and thus easy to position. In the case study only one fountain is present. In this study, the height of the point sources for fountain is set to 0.5 m.

3.2.2. Sound emission (Step 3)

The fountain is set to active during all the period of the sound environment we aim to model. The sound spectrum of fountains has been the matter of researches (33,34), which highlighted its high frequency component, between 1 kHz and 4 kHz. More in details, the spectrum depends on factors such as the type of fountain, its shape, height of fall, or the material of impact of the water, which often stand as not available information. Under absence of detailed information, we propose by default an average spectrum, inspired from (33,34) and normalized at 90 dB. This corresponds to the spectrum given in Table 2, which is used by default.

Table 2 Study case sound spectrum for fountains (in dB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global</th>
<th>63 Hz</th>
<th>125 Hz</th>
<th>250 Hz</th>
<th>500 Hz</th>
<th>1 kHz</th>
<th>2 kHz</th>
<th>4 kHz</th>
<th>8 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L_W (dB)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation results in a map of 1-s emissions, which is extended by means of the attenuation matrix into the sound map i for fountains. In this study case, we consider the fountain as constant, but without any supplementary effort, we could add a variation on the sound level spectra for example, or on the time variation (for instance if during 10 seconds each minute the fountain stops emitting sound).
3.3. **Human voices**

Sounds derived from human activities are often appreciated components of the urban sound environments, and constitute its identity. Perceptual tests show that amongst human activities, voices are the most quoted of human sounds to describe an ideal soundscape (11). Finally, voices are generally associated to mode lively and animated soundscapes (35).

3.3.1. **Spatial repartition (Step 1)**

In an urban environment, most of pedestrians are located on sidewalks and pedestrian zones. Sidewalks are not directly available within Open Street Map database. In our case, they are obtained by subtracting to a large buffer around roads, a narrow buffer around roads and buildings areas. The resulting possible locations for pedestrians are depicted in orange in Figure 6.

The spatial distribution of humans in a city center highly depends on morphologic parameters, such as the functionality of the zone, the shopping areas or the transportation network and soft mode transportation facilities. Space syntax approaches, based on the streets connectivity are found in the literature as good predictors of the traffic volumes within the city (36,37). However, this approach has detractors as it disregards precious metric information and is rather limiting (38); it furthermore does not explicitly account for the functionality of the zones. A microscopic approach based on activity patterns and scheduling and utility maximization is proposed in (39), which however requires specific modeling and higher resources.

As a first approximation, we propose a macroscopic estimation of pedestrian volumes based on available open data furnished by Open street Map. The model parameters are calibrated using open traffic volumes data from the city of Montreal5 (more than a hundred counting points). As proposed in (25), the model relies on the density of points of interest (which are shops, railway stations, etc.) within radius of different sizes. Densities are expressed through quadratic kernel functions. For a given item (for instance shops), the density is expressed as in Equation 1.

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{m} \left[ \frac{15}{16 \times R} \times \left(1 - \frac{D_j^2}{R^2}\right) \right]
\]

with \(D_j\) the distance of each item \(j\) to the point of interest, \(R\) the limit radius (the density being null at \(D_j = R\)), and \(m\) the number of items within the radius \(R\). The model is constructed on the Montreal dataset

---

5 http://donnees.ville.montreal.qc.ca/
(midday data), through multiple linear regressions. Equation 2 shows the constructed model, which
expresses the pedestrian flow rate $Q$ (pedestrian per hour), based on the density of shops $K_{sh,300}$ in a radius
of 300m, the density of public transport stations (metros and tramways) $K_{PT,400}$ in a radius of 400m, and
the density of restaurants $K_{rt,400}$ in a radius of 400 m.

$$Q = 5593 K_{sh,300} + 36922 K_{PT,400} + 3042 K_{rt,400} \quad \text{Equation 2}$$

The model correlates with the pedestrian flowrates from the Montreal dataset ($R^2_{adj} = 56\%, p<.05$), so
it will be considered as sufficient for a first approximation of pedestrian flow rates, in the absence of more
refined modeling.

The pedestrian flow rates determined over the area with Equation 2 are then converted into pedestrian
densities. First, the area is partitioned into a grid of 30 m of side, with a surface $S_{grid} = 900 \text{ m}^2$. Then, the
number of pedestrians $N_{ped}$ within each element of the grid is calculated, as

$$N_{ped} = \left(\frac{Q_{ped}}{V_{ped}}\right) \times \left(\frac{S_{grid}}{l_{pp}}\right) \quad \text{Equation 3}$$

with $Q_{ped}$ the pedestrian flow rate measured within a band of $l_{pp}$ width set to 20 m ($Q_{ped}$ will increase as
the $l_{pp}$ increases), and the walking speed $V_{ped} = 1.25 \text{ m.s}^{-1}$. The number of pedestrians placed in the
walkable zones is defined based on the ratio within the walkable zones and the grid. These pedestrians are
located within the walkable zones of each element of the grid. This ensures that the density increase due to
streets tightening is well reproduced. The resulting pedestrian positioning is depicted in Figure 6. The
height of the point sources for pedestrian is set to 1.5 m.
Figure 6 Spatial distribution of human voice sound sources within the study area: zones of walkability (light orange areas), final repartition of pedestrians (orange dots) and receivers area (dotted line).

### 3.3.2. Sound emission (Step 3)

A relation between the pedestrian density and the number of talking pedestrians has been elaborated by Qi and Kang (40). It suggests that 30% of pedestrians talking in a dense crowd is a good approximation. As a first approximation, this number is retained in the modeling, and for each generated sound map $i$, 30% of the pedestrian point sources are randomly activated.

The sound spectrum for human voices, categorized into man, woman and child voices, can be found for instance in (41). It shows a maximum of energy within the 250-500 Hz band frequencies. The sound power level of talking persons varies according to the background sound levels. According to Lazarus (42), raised normal speaking conditions is 60 dB at 1 meter from the sound source. The Table 3 presents the chosen sound power emissions per octave band associated to voices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_W$ (dB)</th>
<th>63 Hz</th>
<th>125 Hz</th>
<th>250 Hz</th>
<th>500 Hz</th>
<th>1 kHz</th>
<th>2 kHz</th>
<th>4 kHz</th>
<th>8 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The implementation results in a map of 1-s emissions, which is extended by means of the attenuation matrix into the sound map $i$ for pedestrian voices.

3.4. Bird songs

Bird songs often constitute one of the only contacts with sounds from the bio-phony that urban dwellers experience in their daily life. This explains why bird songs are known to improve the quality of urban sound environments (10), and potentially reduce stress (43).

3.4.1. Spatial repartition (Step 1)

Indicators of urban morphology, especially the building plan area fraction, the green area dispersion index, and the green area perimeters, are found to be correlated to the presence of birds and to the diversity of encountered species (44,45). Thus, without additional knowledge about the bird’s spatial repartition, they are placed by default within zones that cover trees located within streets, parks, and the center of urban blocks, which often correspond to private gardens. These zones shown in Figure 7 are found through a combination of Open Street Map layers. Without additional knowledge, one at firsts considers homogeneous spatial distribution of birds as shown in Figure 7. The height of the point sources for birds is set to 4 m.
Figure 7 Spatial distribution of bird sound sources within the study area:
Birds areas (light green areas), final repartition of birds (green dots) and receivers area (dotted line).

3.4.2. Sound emission (Step 3)

The proportion of activated birds corresponds to the number of birds singing at the same time. Without additional knowledge, we consider that 10% of the potential sound sources are emitting sound.

Calder and Willam linked the acoustic power $P$ (mW) of singing passerine birds to their weight $m$ (g), through the formula $P = 0.042 \cdot m^{1.14}$ (46). The singing center frequency $f_c$ (kHz) of passerine birds also depends on their weight, through the formula $f_c = 7.204 \cdot m^{-0.24}$ (47). For instance, for sparrows whose weight is approximately 35g, these formula correspond to a sound power level $L_w = 85.8$ dB and a singing center frequency $f_c = 3.1$ kHz. The Table 4 presents the sound power emission level per octave band used in this study to model bird songs.

Table 4 Study case sound spectrum for bird songs (in dB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1 kHz</th>
<th>2 kHz</th>
<th>4 kHz</th>
<th>8 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_w$ (dB)</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation results in a map of 1-s emissions, which is extended by means of the attenuation matrix into the sound map $i$ for birds.

4. Probabilistic modeling

4.1. 1-s equivalent sound environment

The $n$ instantaneous (1-s equivalent) sound maps are generated through the implementation of the presented modeling for fountains, traffic, birds and voices. An example of a predicted instantaneous sound environment is depicted in Figure 8. The stochastic process is visible for instance in Figure 8 (b), in which bird sounds are not homogeneously distributed within the park, because of the randomized activation process. This randomization effect is also visible for road traffic on Figure 8 (d), which shows sound peaks along the main roads, as well as sections with lower sound levels. The effect of the sound attenuation is also visible, for instance sound levels due to road traffic sound sources are very low within the inner courts of buildings.
4.2. Statistical maps

The compilation of $n$ iterations ($n=60$) of possible instantaneous sound environments helps calculating statistical sound indicators as described in step 4, which are not accessible through the standard static noise mapping approaches. The number of 60 iterations was chosen because the maps produced were relatively stable after this number of iterations. An example of $L_{50}$ map is provided in Figure 9. Compared with the previous sound maps, and as expected the sound level repartition is much more homogeneous. These kinds of maps can be useful to evaluate for example the sound levels range of variation in a street for a specific sound source. For instance for road traffic noise, the $L_{10}$-$L_{90}$ indicator is a meaningful indicator which is usually small for large boulevard, but important in small streets with sporadic car passages. This indicator could also be calculated within the proposed framework.

Figure 8 Four 1-s equivalent sound maps for (a) pedestrian voices; (b) birds; (c) fountains; (d) traffic
4.3. Combined sound maps

In addition, the confrontation of the instantaneous sound maps makes it possible to estimate the probability that a sound source emerges from the global environment sound mixture. For instance, in Figure 8(b) one can expect that bird sounds, which are not very loud in the south of the park, will be masked by the fountain if we combine these two sound maps.

The criteria to define emergences are as following:

- Bird sounds emerge, for a given instantaneous sound map $i$ and at a given receiver, if the sound pressure level from the birds sound map exceeds the energetic sum of the sound pressure level due to road traffic and fountains at 4 kHz and exceeds 40dB (limit set for background urban sound level);

- Voice sounds emerge, for a given instantaneous sound map $i$ and at a given receiver, if the sound pressure level from the voices sound map exceeds the energetic sum of the sound...
pressure level due to road traffic and fountains at 250 or 500 Hz and exceeds 40dB (limit set for background urban sound level);

- Road traffic sounds emerge, for a given instantaneous sound map $i$ and at a given receiver, if at least one octave band of the sound pressure level from the road traffic sound map exceeds the sound pressure level due to fountains and exceeds 40dB (limit set for background urban sound level). This third map aims to evaluate road traffic noise masking through fountains.

The computation of 360 combined sound maps gives first approximation of the percentage of the time when a sound source emerges from the global environment sound mixture. Results are depicted in Figure10.

![Maps of emerging sound sources](image)

Figure 10 Maps of emerging sound sources for (a) voices; (b) birds; (c) road traffic

The Figure 10 depicts maps of emerging sounds that bring new interesting information compared to sound level sound maps.
In Figure 9 (b), bird sounds are quite homogeneously present over the area (even if louder in parks). In Figure 10 (b), the map proportion where bird sounds emerges is low near the major axis at the south and close to the fountain.

In Figure 10 (a), voices are very present in the south west of the study area which is a pedestrian zone. In the other areas, the competition with the road traffic is very important.

In Figure 10 (c), road traffic noise emerges in nearly all the area. This informs that the road traffic sound levels emerge within the global environment sound mixture. In such situation, the presence of the source is not sufficient to describe the sound environment, but it is very complementary to the sound level indicators produced and illustrated in Figure 9 (d). Interestingly, it can be observed that the propagated sound from the road to the park, at the south-west, is covered by the fountain sound.

5. Discussion

Each block of the modeling chain relies inevitably on simplifications. The sound source spatial repartitions and sound power level and spectrum are approximations done to illustrate the framework with realistic values based on the literature and available data. But for other study cases, where results closer to the ground truth are expected, all parameters can be refined using for instance in situ pedestrians, traffic or birds counting, more complex density modeling, but also acoustic measurements of the sound sources of interest. For example, among the outstanding questions we may wonder whether the pedestrian positioning model, derived from the Montreal database, is not too erratic when applied to a European city like Nantes. Also, criteria such as the proportion of birds singing simultaneously (10%) should be supported by appropriate studies that have not yet been found in the literature.

The modeling blocks are for now completely independent. Thus, interactions between the sound sources are not modeled, except what concerns their masking. However, it is known for instance that the presence of road traffic noise affect for instance birds both in the presence and singing pitches (46,48). This effect can amplify the masking of bird sounds through road traffic noise, what would require modeling some interactions, and thus prioritize the calculation of road traffic noise.

A one-second step was chosen because it is a commonly used value in environmental acoustics and it is thus easier to compare the results obtained with measurement databases. To study masking phenomena, smaller temporal resolution could probably be used, however, the modeling framework proposed in this article will remain valid.
Other sources can be added, such as wind on the trees or sea sounds, to adapt to the sound environment of any studied urban area. The addition of these two listed sound sources should not be problematic since they are fixed sources, with documented sound spectrums (49,50); but the candidate sources for addition is wide, including bell sounds, rolling suitcases near train stations, etc.

The sound source emergence from a sound mixture is particularly interesting for soundscape studies and it would be of great interest to also include the masking effects into the final step, to present cartography even closer to the perception. Also, linking the produced indicators of emergence to perceived times of presence could be useful as this parameter intervenes for instance within sound pleasantness models (10).

The stochastic approach permits to add variability on input parameter. This can be used to add associated uncertainty as proposed in (51). For instance, variability on voices sound source parameters could be included using 50% of men and 50% of women voice spectrums.

Finally, in order to promote reproducible research and the reuse of the framework, all data and code are available on Github6.

6. Conclusion

A modeling framework adaptable to any of the sound sources encountered in urban areas has been proposed and applied on a city district of Nantes, France. It consists of four steps: (Step 1) a spatial distribution of the potential sound source of interest; (Step 2) the calculation of a sound propagation matrix; (Step 3) the stochastic activation of the sound sources for n iterations of the sound map; (Step 4) the calculation of original sound indicators, some of which coming from the combination of computed sound maps.

The proposed framework integrates independent modeling blocks that leave open the improvements at each step of the modeling, or the choice between different models based on the available input data. The stochastic approach also enables the estimation of sound levels variability. The final original proposed sound maps permit to the reader to observe if a specific sound source is emerging from the global sound mixture, and so give very complementary information to the well-known sound level maps.
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